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Main Heading

The 510 has an outstanding throughput ability of 15+ Gallons Per Minute [7.5+Tons per hour] of raw material, it will efficiently process 3 times what
a comparably sized competitors product can process per hour. Making it the
fastest, most efficient "small" Highbanker on the market.

To Order Email:
sales@hecklerfabrication.co

It's easy to see why this is one of Heckler Fabrication's most popular models.

Standard Models

The sluice box on this unit is
5' long x 10" wide & is constructed out of 10gauge 5052 Aluminum. And is
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Base pricing: $24,400

Air bubbles can cause great loss of fine gold in any recovery system, fine gold and
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Feed Both
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Electric drive motor system
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The 510 also includes a lightweight but sturdy frame w/ 4 easy adjust legs, It is designed to be as versatile as possible while still remaining a truly durable & rugged Commercial Strength Highbanker. Like all our other models it disassembles in just a few seconds for
ease of transport.
Engineered for “Commercial Strength,” the durability of the rugged construction will last many years even under the
most brutal of environments. The 510 was designed with the total process in mind, giving you options for future upgrades because sometimes recovery situations can change depending on your location. The 510 Highbanker maximizes your time during your mining operations. Every minute you spend not processing ore results in gold that stays
in the ground. That’s why we design and manufacture our units to have the highest throughput and gold recovery
percentages on the open market.

Please allow a minimum of 8 – 10 weeks for lead time.
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The "810" Highbanker - will easily move up to 15 gallons of material per minute [or more depending on material]. Thats 4.5 cubic yards an
hour! The "810" Highbanker is also easily slowed down to run less than 5
gallons of material per minute. The hopper angle is completely adjustable,
as well as the 6 legs to give an almost unlimited angle to increase or decrease velocity! The classifying screen is 1/2"minus [other options avail.]
and the rugged over sized Hopper opening measures 36"x16".

The "810" comes w/ 2 sets of 3/4" riffles [11 riffles per run] w/ slick
plates in front of each set for improved vertical stratification of the material
allowing the gold to get to the bottom of the slurry away from the faster moving upper laminar flow, and then deposits them directly into the vortex areas
of each riffle for a much better recovery. Even with a 3/4" riffle this design
does not have any problem recovering the fine gold [ 100mesh and smaller]
due to the design and spacing of the riffles, the gold is forced down into the
miners moss which sits on ribbed rubber mat to keep the fines from migrating
down the box.
This scaled down design is based around the multiple Clarkson riffle studies
done for the large scale production mining operations in the Yukon territories. Years
of testing have enabled us to provide a product that performs far more efficiently
than the mass-produced competition. With over 60 yrs combined experience in gold
mining you can be sure your getting the best recovery possible.
The "810" comes with a modular riffle system that enables easy "on site"
changing of recovery dynamics by allowing the user to move the riffle runs around in
the sluice to adjust for different conditions. The riffle runs can be interchanged w/
our other riffle/expanded metal designs for optimum performance for your situation!

Engineered for “Commercial Strength,” the durability of the rugged construction will last many years even under the
most brutal of environments. The 810 was designed with the total process in mind, giving you options for future upgrades because sometimes recovery situations can change depending on your location. The 810 Highbanker maximizes your time during your mining operations. Every minute you spend not processing ore results in gold that stays
in the ground. That’s why we design and manufacture our units to have the highest throughput and gold recovery
percentages on the open market.

Please allow a minimum of 8 – 10 weeks for lead time.
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The 1010 boasts a sluice box constructed of heavy duty 10-gauge [.100] 5052
sheet aluminum for maximum durability and lightness. It measures 10-inches wide and
10-foot in length. The sluice box sports two 5-foot fully engineered recovery zones to
allow for maximum throughput while retaining maximum gold recovery potential. Each
zone is engineered with 2-feet of slick plate followed by 3-feet of ¾-inch Clarkson Riffles (18 total per zone) over “Miners Moss” on top of ribbed rubber matting.
The 1010’s High Volume Hopper (HV Hopper) is
the largest on the open market. Measuring in at 36"x 16",
the 1010’s HV Hopper is perfect for shoveling or feeding
by bucket. Designed and engineered to also accommodate
an optional 3 or 4-inch Dredge hose attachment. The HV
Hopper is constructed of heavy duty 14-gauge .063 aluminum with a TIG welded Aluminum 1"x 1/8"square lip
around the upper perimeter for added strength.
Also standard are two individually controlled 2-inch spray bars to fine tune the flow into the sluice box. Designed with the total process in mind, the hopper has two additional fittings. The garden hose fitting simplifies washing
out the sluice box, cleaning buckets or attaching additional devices. The 1-1/4-inch fitting further expands the possibilities for your prospecting trip. Consider the fine gold "scalping" sump system with external fine gold sluice or our fine
gold Elutriation Tank [Fluid Bed]. Both, currently in testing.
With the 1010, customize the classifying screen to the material size in your prospecting area with your choice ½-inch
[standard] or ¼” screen [optional]. This model features sturdy 1-inch square [.095 thick] “ladder style” framing coupled
with easy adjust 1-inch square [.095 thick] legs.

Raised slick-plate sits level with riffles for a
smooth flow transition greatly increasing gold
recovery due to reduced turbulence. [optional]

Please allow a minimum of 8 – 10 weeks for lead time.
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Working With A High Fine Gold Concentration?
Our 4 stage option offers unparalleled fine gold recovery.
The middle 2' section of the box is covered with a fine [1/16"]
hole screen. Small 1/4" riffles with Nomad carpet & ribbed mat
reside underneath it. While the bottom 3' section has 2 layers
[over / under]. The top layer has large expanded #3 Gratex
"catwalk" grating, While the bottom layer has 3/8" raised expanded covering Nomad carpet with ribbed rubber mat. Water
flow is Fully adjustable for the bottom tray.

This fine gold unit boasts a sluice box constructed of heavy duty 10gauge [.100] 5052 sheet aluminum for maximum durability and lightness. It
measures 18-inches wide and 10-foot in length. The sluice box sports two fully
engineered fine gold recovery zones to allow for maximum throughput while
retaining maximum fine gold recovery potential. The first [main] zone is engineered with 3-feet of raised slick plate followed by 6-feet of #3 “Gratex” Riffles
(large raised & expanded “Catwalk” style grating] over “Miners Moss” on top
of ribbed rubber mat. The secondary lower zone consists of 1-foot of “Nugget
Trap” recovery [Hungarian Riffles].
The 1018’s High Volume Hopper (HV Hopper) is the largest on the open market. Measuring in at 36"x 24", the
1018’s HV Hopper is perfect for shoveling or feeding by bucket. Recommended 3-5+ persons if shoveling. The HV
Hopper is constructed of heavy duty 14-gauge [.063] Aluminum with a TIG welded Aluminum 1"x1/8" square lip
around the upper perimeter for added strength. Also standard are two individually controlled 2-inch spray bars to fine
tune the flow into the sluice box.
Designed with the total process in mind, the hopper has two additional fittings. The garden hose fitting simplifies washing out the sluice box, cleaning buckets
or attaching additional devices. The 1-1/4-inch fitting further expands the possibilities
for your mining operation needs. Consider the fine gold "scalping" sump system with
external fine gold sluice or our fine gold Elutriation Tank [Fluid Bed]. Both, currently
in testing.

Please allow a minimum of 8 – 10 weeks for lead time.
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The 1020-C is a two-piece unit based upon the Clarkson riffle studies.
Both sluice boxes come complete with full frames with cross members to support
the floor of the .100 thick sluice helping to reduce floor flex, providing a more
positive seal for the riffles. The first stage is a 5' x 10” sluice with 2' of slick
plate followed by 36” of 3/4” tall Clarkson riffles. The second stage of the unit is
5'L x 20”W & is set for high volume fine gold
recovery. This section contains 2' of slick plate
followed by 36” of 3# “Gratex” [large expanded]
riffles. Both sections contain 3M “Miners Moss”
and fine ribbed rubber mat under the riffle sections as well as our fully adjustable “Bubble Brushes” to help smooth the slurry flow &
reduce bubbles. The lower 20”W section is fed from the narrower upper section by way of
a fully adjustable “distribution box” to enable a smooth transition of the slurry from 10”
to 20”. Both sluice sections are independently adjustable in angle as well.
The 1020-C’s High Volume Hopper (HV Hopper) is the largest
on the open market. Measuring in at 36"x 16", the 1010’s HV Hopper is
perfect for shoveling or feeding by bucket. Designed and engineered to
also accommodate an optional 3-inch or 4-inch Dredge hose attachment.
The HV Hopper is constructed of heavy duty .080 aluminum with a TIG
welded Aluminum 1"x 1/8"square lip around the upper perimeter for
added strength. Also standard are two individually controlled 2-inch
spray bars to fine tune the flow into the sluice box. Designed with the
total process in mind, the hopper has two additional fittings. The garden
hose fitting simplifies washing out the sluice boxes, cleaning buckets or
attaching additional devices. The 1-1/4-inch fitting further expands the
possibilities for your prospecting trip.
With the 1020-C, customize the classifying screen to the material size in your
prospecting area with your choice ½-inch [standard] or ¼” screen [optional]. This model
features sturdy 1-inch square [.095 thick] “ladder style” framing coupled with easy adjust 1
-inch square [.095 thick] legs.
Engineered for “Commercial Strength,” the durability of the rugged construction will
last many years even under the most brutal of environments. The 1020-C was designed
with the total process in mind, giving you options for future upgrades because sometimes
recovery situations can change depending on your location. The 1020-C Highbanker
maximizes your time during your mining operations. Every minute you spend not processing ore results in gold that stays in the ground. That’s why we design and manufacture our units to have the highest throughput and gold recovery percentages on the open
market.

Please allow a minimum of 8 – 10 weeks for lead time.

To Order Email: sales@hecklerfabrication.com
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Model

Dimensions

Price

510

5'Lx10”Wx5”H

$989.00

810

8'Lx10”Wx5”H

$1,479.00

1010

10'Lx10”Wx5”H

$1,569.00

1010 4-Stage

10'Lx10”Wx5”H

$1,869.00

1018

10'Lx18”Wx5”H

$1,898.00

1020-C

5'Lx10”Wx5”H +
5'Lx20”Wx5”H

$1,869.00

HV Hopper

36”Lx16”Wx14”H
Feed Area

Included

HV Hopper 1018

36”Lx24”Wx14”H
Feed Area

Included

Options Available
Option

Description

Price

Quick disconnect 20” wheel kit (1020-C requires 2 kits)

$96.00

3” Dredge Attachment

Quick disconnect dredge hose adapter for HV Hopper

$89.00

4” Dredge Attachment

Quick disconnect dredge hose adapter for HV Hopper

$89.00

Replaces the standard clarkson riffles with 3# gratex style riffles
(Model 510)

$75.00

Replaces the standard clarkson riffles with 3# gratex style riffles
(Models 810,1010)

$100.00

Replaces the clarkson riffles with 3# gratex style riffles and in lower
section 1/2-13 raised expanded riffles and lower profile green miners
moss (Models 1020-C)

$100.00

In addition to the standard riffles a set of 3# gratex style riffles (model
510)

$160.00

In addition to the standard riffles a set of 3# gratex style riffles (model
810)

$280.00

In addition to the standard riffles a set of 3# gratex style riffles (model
810)

$320.00

In addition to the standard style riffles add 3# gratex style riffle upper
section and 1/2-13 raised expanded riffles with thinner profile miners
moss lower section (model 1020-C)

$392.00

“Big

Wheel” Kit

Fine Gold Riffle Set

Additional
Fine Gold Riffle Set

Gold Hog Matting and additional 3M Miners moss also available, please call for pricing
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We custom manufacture "turn key" Trommel wash plants, as well as "Shaker" style wash plants &
Highbankers, Dredges or Sluice Boxes of any size and shape. We can also modify & optimize your existing
system, with one of our hoppers or any type of riffle design for just about any type/size material you can
think of!
We specialize in AFFORDABLE High Percentage Gold Recovery.
CALL US @ 916-782-1777 or EMAIL us @ sales@hecklerfabrication.com
Our recommendations and advice are always free. If you don't see what your looking for: CONTACT
US!
If we don't have it, We can build it.

Water Requirements For Highbankers
GPM [Gallons per Minute]

510, 810, 1010 Models 300+ GPM Minimum/350-400+ GPM Recommended
510FG & 810FG Models 200+ GPM Minimum/250+ GPM Recommended
1010 4-Stage, 1018, 1020-C Models 350+ GPM Minimum/400+ GPM Recommended

1020-CFG 300+ GPM Minimum/350+ GPM Recommended

Our Gold Trommel wash plants, Large Highbanker & Power Sluice units offer a “no
nonsense” approach to high volume, efficient gold recovery. No gimmicks, just proven
riffle designs & easy to use sturdy construction.

All at an AFFORDABLE PRICE!

Please allow a minimum of 8 – 10 weeks for lead time.
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Pump Package “A”

Includes: Self priming 3" Honda pump -[310gpm commercial grade], 3" foot valve, 50' “red" HD 3” layflat, 8' of 3” pump suction hose, "camlok" hose fittings
Unleaded Fuel Only

3" Honda trash pump kit [complete]: - $2957

Pump Package “B”
Includes: 4" Duramax 9hp - [427gpm pump],4" foot valve, 50' "blue" 4" layflat, 8' of 4" pump suction hose
"camlok" hose fittings
Unleaded Fuel Only

4" Duramax trash pump kit [complete]: - $1091

Pump Package “C”
Includes: Subaru 6hp w/ 2” – [350gpm pump], 3" foot valve, 50' "red" HD “2” layflat, 8' of 3" pump suction hose
"camlok" hose fittings
Unleaded Fuel Only

2” Subaru centrifigal [high pressure] pump kit [complete]: - $2184

Pump Package “T1”
Includes: Multiquip 4” – [555gpm pump], 4" foot valve, 50' "red" HD 4” layflat, 8' of 4" pump suction hose
"camlok" hose fittings
Unleaded Fuel Only

4" Multiquip trash pump kit [complete]: - $3610

Pump Package “T2”
Includes: Honda 4” – [570gpm pump], 4" foot valve, 50' "red" HD 4” layflat, 8' of 4" pump suction hose
"camlok" hose fittings
Unleaded Fuel Only

4" Honda trash pump kit [complete]: - $3393

Pump Package “T3”
Includes: IPT [Honda Powered] 4” – [630gpm pump], 4" foot valve, 50' "red" HD 4” layflat, 8' of 4" pump suction hose,
"camlok" hose fittings
Unleaded Fuel Only

4" IPT trash pump kit [complete]: - $4150

Pump Package “D”
Includes: Self priming 3" Multiquip Diesel pump -[383gpm, commercial grade], 3" foot valve, 50' "red" HD 3” layflat, 8'
of 3” pump suction hose, "camlok" hose fittings

3” Diesel Multiquip pump kit [complete]: -

$3953

Pump Package “1D”
Includes: Suburu 4” Diesel pump -[449gpm, commercial grade], 4" foot valve, 50' "red" HD 4” layflat, 8' of 4” pump suction hose, "camlok" hose fittings

4” Diesel Suburu pump kit [complete]: -

$4983

Pump Package “2D”
Includes: Multiquip 4” Diesel pump -[526gpm, commercial grade], 4" foot valve, 50' "red" HD 4” layflat, 8' of 4” pump
suction hose, "camlok" hose fittings

4” Diesel Multiquip pump kit [complete]: -

$6686

Pump Package “3D”
Includes: Yanmar 4” Diesel pump -[600gpm, commercial grade], 4" foot valve, 50' "red" HD 4” layflat, 8' of 4” pump suction hose, "camlok" hose fittings

4” Diesel Yanmar pump kit [complete]: -

$7297

10 things that should be considered when purchasing any type of gold recovery equipment:

1. Processing rate [through-put].
2. Accuracy of gold recovery for given processing rate.
3. Recovery style: gravity, hydraulic, vortice, etc.
4. Durability [longevity] of unit.
5. Resistance to riffle scouring.
6. Classification size & method.
7. Type/size of material feed system [hopper, etc.] you are wanting.
8. How you'll feed the unit, (IE: shovel, bucket, hand, mini excavator, backhoe, large excavator.)
9. Type [shape] and size of gold [historically] in the area.
10. Your local laws and regulations regarding mineral mining.

The considerations listed above will aid you in making a more informed decision on purchasing the right equipment
the first time.

For further details and options please contact us at:
www.hecklerfabrication.com
Email: sales@hecklerfabrication.com
Phone: 916-782-1777
Heckler Fabrication
Roseville, California 95747

